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In the future real-time optimization of reconfigurable radar
transmitter power amplifiers, a typical optimization would seek the
highest power-added efficiency (PAE) possible under constraints on
adjacent-channel power ratio and delivered power. This paper
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constrained optimum using experimental queries taken at
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measurement. This algorithm is designed to allow reconfigurable
radar transmitter amplifiers to optimize in real-time, meeting
dynamically changing spectral mask, power efficiency, and output
power requirements.
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In future cognitive and adaptive radar transmitters, the
power amplifier will need to quickly reconfigure,
maximizing performance in different frequency bands and
under dynamically varying spectral and output power
constraints. While adaptive radar has been an area of
interest to the radar community since the 1970s [1], the
microwave circuit technology to implement an adaptive
radar is now maturing to the point where a fully
adaptive radar is feasible. The reconfigurable amplifier
must satisfy performance criteria in several key areas.
Linearity allows spectrally confined transmission, power
efficiency allows expeditious use of available energy, and
output power is critical for target detection. Because these
criteria are all significantly dependent on the load
impedance seen by the device, real-time load impedance
optimization can facilitate changing demands in these
performance areas. The need to optimize the nonlinear
circuitry of the power amplifier is part of a progression
shown in the recent literature toward a joint circuit and
waveform optimization for adaptive radar. Blunt
et al. [2] have focused heavily on using the powerefficient and spectrally well-performing polyphasecoded frequency modulation (PCFM) waveforms and
has demonstrated PCFM waveform optimization
with the transmitter amplifier considered through
modeling and also by using amplifier
measurements [3].
To perform real-time optimization of impedance in a
radar transmitter, a variable impedance matching circuit
would be added between the power amplifier and the array
combiner (or antenna if a single element is present in the
array). Some scenarios for the technology to implement
this matching circuitry have been demonstrated [4, 5], and
implementation of the matching network in an adaptive
radar platform is discussed thoroughly by Kingsley and
Guerci [4]. From this work, it appears that tuning of
typically useful matching circuits could be done on
the order of microseconds. While the specific contribution
of our present work is to discuss fast algorithms for
tuning, these papers provide some examples of the
platform in which these algorithms could be
integrated.
A typical scenario might involve the maximization of
power efficiency while meeting requirements on the
adjacent-channel power ratio (ACPR) and delivered
power. To accomplish this, a constrained optimization is
presented that involves three input parameters. The
optimization is executed by maximizing one input
parameter while maintaining the other two input
parameters within the imposed constraints. This solves a
problem similar to Pareto optimization, which optimizes
input parameters to find the best trade-off for multiple
objectives [6–11]. In addition to the well-known variation
of output power on the load impedance, both the
power-added efficiency (PAE) and ACPR are also
significantly dependent on load impedance [12]. PAE is
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defined by the following equation:
P AE =

Pout,RF − Pin,RF
× 100%.
PDC

(1)

PAE describes the efficiency of converting DC power to
radio frequency power. The ACPR is the ratio of the power
in the adjacent channel to the in-band power, and it is
usually desirable to minimize this metric, which decreases
with increasing amplifier linearity. Spectral spreading,
which causes increased ACPR, results from
nonlinearity-induced intermodulation between amplifier
excitation frequency components in the main band. In
addition to optimizing PAE and ACPR, the output power
must be large enough to illuminate the target for an echo
power discernable by the receiver.
We recently developed algorithms for the
maximization of PAE under ACPR constraints [13, 14]: a
two-criterion, constrained optimization. The present paper
allows requirements on output power to also be specified
and included in the optimization, creating a
three-criterion, constrained optimization. PAE, ACPR, and
input power are often considered simultaneously in power
amplifier design. Sevic et al. [12] describe a traditional
load-pull measurement, the variation of load impedance to
minimize ACPR and maximize PAE under an
output-power requirement. Iwamoto et al. [15] show a plot
of PAE and ACPR versus output power for a Doherty
amplifier under code-division multiple access (CDMA)
excitation. Zhang et al. [16] and Noh and Park [17]
describe linearization enhancement by using output power,
PAE, and ACPR as metrics for performance. Kusunoki
et al. [18] demonstrate the relationship between the power
back-off level (in dB) and the ACPR as well as plotting
both PAE and ACPR versus output power. All three of
these criteria are considered in design; however, the input
power is adjusted to provide the best combination, rather
than the load impedance as the present paper discusses.
The dependence of ACPR on load impedance [12, 19] and
the relationship of ACPR two traditional two-tone
assessments of third- and fifth-order intermodulation [20]
have been shown. Reveyrand et al. [21] demonstrate the
use of a fast load-pull optimization for obtaining
maximum PAE under constraints on output power and
dissipated power by generating regional models in the
Smith chart using the large-signal S-parameters and
strategic measurements at different load reflection
coefficient values. The approach detailed in the present
paper differs from the approach in [21] in the following
ways: 1) no model is extracted in the present paper and 2)
the present paper presents an approach that uses a
spectral-spreading metric (ACPR) as one of its constraints.
Various fast, measurement-based impedance
optimizations have also been demonstrated in the
literature. Sun and Lau [22, 23] use a genetic algorithm to
perform antenna matching based on voltage standing wave
ratio measurements. Qiao et al. [24] present a
reconfigurable amplifier and use a genetic algorithm for
real-time reconfiguration. However, genetic algorithms

Fig. 1. Measured L points for PAE, ACPR, and Pd gradient
estimation at candidate.

have been observed to be slower than other candidate
algorithms for some impedance-matching applications
[25].
The remainder of the paper describes our optimization
algorithm and presents results for its validation. Section II
provides theoretical description of the optimization.
Section III demonstrates simulation results for the
algorithm. Section IV presents measurement results for
the algorithm. Section V presents conclusions and
suggestions for future work.
II. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The algorithm is designed to search within the Smith
chart for the load reflection coefficient L providing the
largest value of PAE while remaining within constraints
on the output power delivered to the load (Pd ) and ACPR.
The algorithm begins by requesting the following inputs:
the neighboring-point resolution distance Dn , the step-size
parameter Ds , the starting value for L , the maximum
ACPR, and the minimum Pd . The algorithm proceeds
based on estimation of the PAE, ACPR, and Pd gradients
in the Smith chart. The estimation of these gradients
requires measurements at two neighboring L points for
each candidate, separated from the candidate by Dn in the
Re(L ) and I m(L ) directions. Fig. 1 shows a conceptual
sketch of these neighboring-point measurements used for
the gradient estimations.
The search progresses from one candidate L to the
next using the step-size parameter Ds , measurement
results, and the estimated gradients. A search vector is
added to the present candidate to find the subsequent
candidate. This search vector depends on the acceptability
of the Pd and ACPR values at the present candidate. If a
candidate L provides values outside the specified limits
for both ACPR and Pd , then the algorithm adds the search
vector
v̄− = âDa + d̂Dd

(2)

to the candidate to obtain the next candidate, where â is
the opposite of the ACPR gradient (direction of steepest
descent for ACPR), d̂ is the direction of steepest ascent for
Pd , and
Da =

Ds |ACP Rcand − ACP Rlimit |
2 |ACP Rworst − ACP Rlimit |



Ds Pd,cand − Pd,limit 

.
Dd =
2 Pd,worst − Pd,limit 
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of Smith chart step vectors used for
determination, using (2), of new candidate point when originating
candidate is outside both Pd and ACPR acceptable regions.

ACP Rcand and Pd,cand are the ACPR and delivered power
values at the candidate, respectively. ACP Rlimit and
Pd, limit are the given constraints on ACPR and Pd .
ACP Rworst is the worst (highest) value of ACPR obtained
over all measurements in the algorithm, and Pd,worst is the
worst (lowest) value of delivered power taken over all the
measurements. As such, Da and Dd estimate the fraction
of the total distance that remains to the limit of ACPR or
Pd based on the values at the measured candidate and the
worst point measured multiplied by half of the step-size
parameter Ds . The significance of the step-size parameter
Ds is that it would be the length of the search vector if â
and d̂ were in the same direction in (2) and if Pd,cand and
ACP Rcand (delivered power and ACPR at the candidate)
take on the worst measured values recorded, as happens in
the first candidate in each search. The vector v̄− defined
in (2) pushes the search toward the mutually acceptable
region for both ACPR and Pd . This scenario is illustrated
in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, p̂ is the unit vector in the direction of
the PAE gradient, and the b̂ vectors are bisectors between
the vectors indicated in their subscripts.
If the present candidate L possesses acceptable ACPR
but unacceptable Pd , then the search vector becomes
v̄− = d̂Dd + b̂ad Db,ad ,

(5)

where Dd is specified by (4), b̂ad is the vector bisecting â
and d̂, and
Db,ad

Ds |θad − 90◦ |
=
,
2
90◦

(6)

where θad is the angle between â and d̂. The component
d̂Dd forces the search to improve the value of Pd , and the
component b̂ad Db,ad forces the search toward the Pareto
front for ACPR and Pd . At the Pareto front between two
objectives, the gradients for these objectives are collinear
[13]. Thus, the bisector of the two gradients is expected to
send the search toward the Pareto front linking the two
optima. Db,ad is an estimator of the fractional distance
2908

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of Smith chart step vectors used for
determination, using (5), of new candidate point when originating
candidate possesses acceptable ACPR (blue boundary contour) but
unacceptable Pd (red boundary contour).

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of Smith chart step vectors used for
determination, using (7), of new candidate point when originating
candidate possesses acceptable Pd (red boundary contour) but
unacceptable ACPR (blue boundary contour).

remaining to this Pareto front. This scenario is illustrated
in Fig. 3.
If the present candidate possesses acceptable Pd but
unacceptable ACPR, then the search vector becomes
v̄− = âDa + b̂ad Db,ad ,

(7)

where Da is specified by (3) and Db,ad is specified by (6).
The component âDa forces the search to improve the
value of ACPR, and the component b̂ad Db,ad forces the
search toward the Pareto front for ACPR and Pd . This
scenario is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. Graphical representation of Smith chart step vectors used for
determination, using (8), of new candidate point when originating
candidate possesses acceptable ACPR (blue boundary contour) and Pd
(red boundary contour) and θpa < θpd .

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of Smith chart step vectors used for
determination, using (10), of new candidate point when originating
candidate possesses acceptable ACPR and Pd and θpd < θpa .

In the previous scenarios described, the objective is to
direct the search toward the mutually acceptable region for
Pd and ACPR. If the candidate point is already in the
mutually acceptable region, two possible situations exist.
If θpa , the smallest angle between p̂ and â, is smaller than
θpd , the smallest angle between p̂ and d̂, then it can be
concluded that the candidate is closer to the Pareto front
between Pd and PAE than the Pareto front between ACPR
and PAE (Fig. 5). This indicates that the sought
constrained optimum is likely on the boundary of Pd

Fig. 7. Traditionally simulated load-pull contours for (a) ACPR (blue)
and Pd (red) and (b) PAE. CDMA 2000 signal is used as excitation.
Region of acceptable ACPR and Pd is highlighted.

acceptability. In this case, the search vector to the next
candidate is given by
v̄− = p̂Dd + b̂pd Db,pd
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where
Db,pd



Ds θpd − 90◦ 
=
.
2
90◦

(9)

If instead θpa is greater than θpd , then it can be
concluded that the candidate is closer to the Pareto front
between ACPR and PAE than the Pareto front between Pd
and PAE (Fig. 6). In this case, the sought constrained
optimum is likely on the boundary of ACPR acceptability.
The search vector to the next candidate is given by
v̄− = p̂Da + b̂pa Db,pa ,
where
Db,pa



Ds θpa − 90◦ 
=
.
2
90◦

(10)

(11)

Using either (8) or (10), the algorithm should converge
to the L providing maximum PAE within the combined
acceptable region. If the Pareto front between PAE and
one of the other two functions passes through the
combined acceptable region, then (8) and (10) will
become identical to the equations for the search vector
used in our previous PAE/ACPR optimization [14].
Penalties are used to keep the search within the joint
acceptable region for ACPR and Pd .
1) If the search begins in one acceptable region, using
(5) or (7), and the next candidate does not remain within
this same acceptable region, return to the candidate from
which this step was taken, divide the search distance
parameter Ds by 2, and recalculate to find the next
candidate.
2) If in the combined acceptable region, using (8) or
(10), and the next candidate is found to be outside the
combined acceptable region, return to the candidate from
which this step was taken, divide Ds by 2, and recalculate
to find the next candidate.
3) If in the combined acceptable region, using (8) or
(10), and the next candidate is found to have a lower PAE
value, return to the candidate from which this step was
taken, divide Ds by 2, and recalculate to find the next
candidate.
The search is continued until |v̄−| < Dn , the
neighboring-point resolution distance, and a L providing
ACPR and Pd within limitations has been found. The
largest measured PAE over all measured points that is
located in the combined acceptable region is then chosen
as the constrained optimum.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The algorithm was tested in simulations using
Advanced Design System from Keysight Technologies. A
nonlinear field-effect transistor model was simulated using
the sequential algorithm defined, with a CDMA 2000
broadband input waveform. The main channel is defined
with a bandwidth of 1.2288 MHz for this simulation. The
adjacent channels are offset by 740 kHz from the center
2910

Fig. 8. Simulation search trajectory for starting L = 0. Search
converges to constrained optimum at L = 0.69/–179◦ , requiring total of
13 measurements. Constrained optimum PAE is 34.60%, with final
ACPR = –46.17 dBc and Pd = 34.60 dBm.

frequency and have 30 kHz bandwidth. The goal of the
search was to obtain the L providing maximum PAE
while providing Pd ≥ 32 dBm and ACPR ≤ –46 dBc. For
reference, Fig. 7 shows the traditionally simulated
load-pull contours for the device. Fig. 7a shows the ACPR
and Pd contours, and Fig. 7b shows the PAE contours. As
is the case for many devices, the Pd and PAE contours are
similar. The boundary region outlined by the limits of
ACPR and Pd acceptability is highlighted in Fig. 7a.
Fig. 8 shows the results of the simulation search for
starting reflection coefficient L = 0. A total of 13
measurements was required to obtain the constrained
optimum. The constrained optimum possesses ACPR and
Pd values within the specified constraints, as desired. Figs.
9–12 show the results obtained from different starting
points around the Smith chart. Table I provides
comparison of the results obtained from the different
search starting points.
Table I shows that the optimization results are similar
in their end values of L , ACPR, Pd , and PAE. In these
measurements, it is expected that either ACPR or Pd will
be limited by its constraint value at the end of the search.
For this device and these settings, the ACPR limit is the
constraint that is encountered by the search (ACPR is
constrained to be less than or equal to –46 dBc). The
variation in PAE values is only slight, and such variation is
possible in the slight variations of L endpoint seen in
Table I. The number of measurements varies from nine to
25 for the five starting points used in this experiment. The
value of Pd is significantly above the constraint of 32 dBm
in all cases, which supports the expectation that ACPR is
the limiting parameter in this case.
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TABLE I
Simulation Results for Different Starting Reflection Coefficients
Start L Start ACPR (dBc) Start Pd (dBm) Start PAE (%)
0
0.9/0◦
0.9/90◦
0.9/180◦
0.9/–90◦

–38.35
–36.81
–36.00
–46.96
–38.28

32.01
19.99
23.24
31.05
22.46

24.08
0.08
3.72
13.52
0.78

End L
0.69/–179◦

0.70/–178◦
0.68/–175◦
0.73/178◦
0.71/179◦

Fig. 9. Simulation search trajectory for starting L = 0.9/0◦ . Search
converges to constrained optimum at L = 0.70/–178◦ , requiring total of
25 measurements. Constrained optimum PAE is 32.74%, with final
ACPR = –46.31 dBc and Pd = 34.53 dBm.

Fig. 10. Simulation search trajectory for starting L = 0.9/90◦ . Search
converges to constrained optimum at L = 0.68/–175◦ , requiring total of
22 measurements. Constrained optimum PAE is 31.88%, with final
ACPR = –46.22 dBc and Pd = 34.41 dBm.

End ACPR (dBc) End Pd (dBm) End PAE (%) No. Measurements
–46.17
–46.31
–46.22
–46.50
–46.17

34.60
34.53
34.41
34.56
34.66

33.41
32.74
31.88
32.67
33.76

13
25
22
9
25

Fig. 11. Simulation search trajectory for starting L = 0.9/180◦ .
Search converges to constrained optimum at L = 0.73/178◦ , requiring
total of nine measurements. Constrained optimum PAE is 32.67%, with
final ACPR = –46.50 dBc and Pd = 34.56 dBm.

Fig. 12. Simulation search trajectory for starting L = 0.9/–90◦ .
Search converges to constrained optimum at L = 0.707/179◦ , requiring
total of 25 measurements. Constrained optimum PAE is 33.76%, with
final ACPR = –46.17 dBc and Pd = 34.66 dBm.
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Fig. 13. Measurement setup: (a) block diagram and (b) photo.

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The algorithm was tested in measurement using a
Skyworks 65017-70LF InGaP packaged amplifier. The
algorithm was coded in MATLAB, which is used to
control load-pull measurements using an automated tuner
system from Maury Microwave, in conjunction with
Keysight Technologies power sensor and spectrum
analyzer. The laboratory measurement bench is shown in
Fig. 13. PAE is measured using the power sensor and
power meter, in conjunction with the automated bias
supply. ACPR is measured by the spectrum analyzer. The
spectrum analyzer is placed in ACPR mode, with the main
and adjacent channels given a fixed definition for all
measurements during the course of the algorithm.
For the measurement optimization, the goal of the
search was to obtain the L providing maximum PAE
while providing Pd ≥ 17 dBm and ACPR ≤ –27.5 dBc.
The optimization algorithm was tested from multiple
starting L values, with a modified chirp of bandwidth 16
MHz used as the input signal. The main and adjacent
channels were each defined to have 10 MHz bandwidth,
and the adjacent channel for measurements is offset by 20
MHz from the center frequency. To provide a standard for
examining the optimization results, Fig. 14 shows
traditionally measured load-pull contours for the
Skyworks amplifier. The region of the Smith chart
providing acceptable values of ACPR and Pd is shaded.
This area is the intersection of the regions providing the
required Pd and ACPR values.
Fig. 15 shows the measurement results of the search
for a starting reflection coefficient L = 0. From this
starting point, the search converges with a total of 17
measurements. Figs. 16–19 show the measured search
trajectories from additional starting points on the Smith
chart. The results obtained from measurement testing of
the algorithm from multiple starting points are
summarized in Table II. For each starting point, the ACPR
is the limiting constraint, and the ACPR values of the
2912

Fig. 14. Traditionally measured load-pull contours for PAE, ACPR, and
Pd . Region providing Pd ≥ 17 dBm and ACPR ≤ –27.5 dBc is shaded.
This is region bounded by Pd = 17 dBm and ACPR = –27.5 dBc
contours. PAE contours are displayed in blue, ACPR contours are
displayed in green, and Pd contours are displayed in red.

Fig. 15. Measurement search trajectory for starting L = 0. Search
converges to constrained optimum at 0.47/–37◦ , requiring total of 17
measurements. Constrained optimum PAE is 7.78%, with final ACPR =
–27.77 dBc and Pd = 18.54 dBm.

endpoints are all very close to the constraint value of
–27.5 dBc. The final values of PAE all correspond (within
tenths of a percentage point), and the optima selected by
the search are all in close proximity on the Smith chart.
In cases such as these where the PAE and Pd contours
are of similar shape, and the maxima for these objective
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TABLE II
Measurement Results for Different Starting Reflection Coefficients
Start L
0
0.9/0◦
0.9/90◦
0.9/180◦
0.9/–90◦

Start CPR (dBc) Start Pd (dBm) Start PAE (%)
–24.33
–28.69
–22.66
–20.63
–23.23

17.90
10.31
8.25
9.25
11.79

6.70
1.02
0.57
0.75
1.44

End L
0.47/–37◦

0.46/–33◦
0.47/–29◦
0.52/–33◦
0.51/–51◦

Fig. 16. Measurement search trajectory for starting L = 0.9/0◦ .
Search converges to constrained optimum at L = 0.46/–33◦ , requiring
total of 11 measurements. Constrained optimum PAE is 7.92%, with final
ACPR = –27.51 dBc and Pd = 18.62 dBm.

functions are in close proximity on the Smith chart, it is
expected that the constrained optimum will indeed be
against the ACPR optimum. However, in certain situations
for reduced conduction angle amplifiers where
self-biasing is involved (such as Classes B or C), or
optimizations involving additional input parameter
variations, such as input power or bias voltage, it will be
necessary to enforce the output power constraint. For
example, the input power could often be reduced to
improve PAE in a system, but the Pd criterion must be
examined to ensure sufficient power is delivered to meet
system specifications. This dual-constraint approach
provides a useful framework for such optimizations.
V. CONCLUSIONS

A fast load-pull algorithm has been presented to search
for the load reflection coefficient providing maximum
PAE while meeting requirements on the ACPR and
delivered power. In many radar applications, compliance
with spectral constraints (related to the ACPR) and
minimum transmitted power requirements (to allow

End ACPR (dBc) EndPd (dBm) End PAE (%) No. Measurements
–27.77
–27.51
–27.58
–27.85
–27.56

18.54
18.62
18.57
18.44
18.38

7.78
7.92
7.82
7.59
7.46

17
11
28
19
10

Fig. 17. Measurement search trajectory for starting L = 0.9/90◦ .
Search converges to constrained optimum at L = 0.47/–29◦ , requiring
total of 28 measurements. Constrained optimum PAE is 7.82%, with final
ACPR = –27.58 dBc and Pd = 18.57 dBm.

sufficient illumination of the target for detection) must be
observed. It is desired to operate the transmitter at the
largest efficiency possible while meeting these constraints.
Results from simulation and measurement-based searches,
taken from multiple starting points, show excellent
convergence with between 10 and 28 measured points.
The results converge successfully to the region of
acceptable ACPR and delivered power in all cases. The
search end values of load reflection coefficient and PAE
correspond well for different starting points in the
simulation and measurement data presented.
This algorithm is expected to find significant
application in the real-time optimization of radar
transmitter power amplifiers. To do this, onboard sensing
and measurement capabilities will be necessary to
measure the PAE, ACPR, and delivered power. This paper
provides some basic algorithms that could be used in such
a system to provide quick adaptation of its power amplifier
based on measurements and, potentially, dynamically
varying power and spectrum requirements.
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[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
Fig. 18. Measurement search trajectory for starting L = 0.9/180◦ .
Search converges to constrained optimum at L = 0.52/–33◦ , requiring
total of 19 measurements. Constrained optimum PAE is 7.59%, with final
ACPR = –27.85 dBc and Pd = 18.44 dBm.

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

Fig. 19. Measurement search trajectory for starting 0.9/–90◦ . Search
converges to constrained optimum at L = 0.51/–51◦ , requiring total of
10 measurements. Constrained optimum PAE is 7.46%, with final ACPR
= –27.56 dBc and Pd = 18.38 dBm.

[15]
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